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3. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Local Government: Municipal Finance Management Act, Act 56 of 2004 (MFMA), assigns specific oversight responsibilities to 
Council with regard to the Annual Report and the preparation of an Oversight Report. The Municipal Public Accounts Committee was 
established for ensuring that the executive implements programmes and plans in a way consistent with policy, legislation and the dictates 
of the Constitution. Given the processes required by Council to effectively undertake its oversight role, the establishment of an Oversight 
Committee of Council would provide the appropriate mechanism in which Council could fulfil its oversight responsibilities. In the 
Govan Mbeki Municipality the Municipal Public Accounts Committee (MPAC) fulfils the role of the Oversight Committee. 
 
The Oversight Committee’s primary role is to consider the Annual Report, receive inputs from the various role players and to prepare a 
draft Oversight Report for consideration by Council. MPAC was further established for monitoring the service delivery and the levels 
of performance of the municipality. It should also assess effectiveness, efficiency, service quality and municipal productivity and provide 
reports on service delivery and budget implementation plan. Such implementation should assess whether promised service delivery 
targets have been delivered. MPAC plays an important role in scrutinizing the spending of the municipal budget at the end of the 
financial year, which mirrors the work done by the finance department before the beginning of the financial year. It is emphasized that 
the oversight committee of a municipality cannot be a once off event which is confined to scrutinizing the financial statements, but must 
be on-going and aim at continuous improvement in the manner in which the municipality performs its functions and delivers its services 
to the community. MPAC would on a continuous basis assess the implementation of programs in the Integrated Development Plan in 
terms of the Service Delivery and Budget Implementation Plan; as well as oversee the financial performance of the municipality as 
reflected in the Annual Report and the Audit Report. Section 129 of the MFMA requires the municipality to prepare an oversight report 
on the annual report and to publicise it. 
 
 
4. BACKGROUND 
 
In an attempt to address the challenges of audit queries in a sustainable way and improve service delivery the municipality should deal 
with causes of unqualified opinion which are reflected on its audit report. The oversight role of Council is an important component of 
the financial reforms and it is achieved through the separation of roles and responsibilities between Council, the Executive (Executive 
Mayor and MMC Councillors) and Administration. Good governance, effective accountability and oversight can only be achieved if 
there is a clear distinction between the functions performed by the different role players. 
 
Non-executive Councillors are required to maintain oversight on the performance of specific responsibilities and delegated powers that 
they have given to the Executive. In other words, in exchange for the powers in which Council have delegated to the Executive, Council 
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retains a monitoring and oversight role ensuring that there is accountability for the performance or non-performance of the municipality. 
The MFMA vests in Council specific powers of approval and oversight. 
 
The South African Local Government Association (SALGA) defines the concept of oversight as related to the idea of accountability: 
Accountability is the extent to which decision-making is responsive to the needs of the people in a municipality, is transparent, 
consultative and has systems in place to detect and punish wrong-doing or work not being done. Accountability is also both a condition 
and a process. As such, citizens can ask serious questions and assess the degree to which the municipality and its professional staff and 
officials, as well elected councillors, are accountable. 
 
 
5. FUNCTIONS OF MPAC 
 
MPAC’s functions are to: 
 
 Report to the Council on its activities; 
 Review municipal quarterly and annual reports and report on such reviews to Council and shall develop a comprehensive oversight 

report on the annual report; 
 Monitor the implementation of the IDP and SDBIP and submit reports thereto; 
 Oversee policy formulation and implementation; 
 Ensure that Council comply with external reporting requirements; 
 Examine the financial statements and audit reports of the municipality and consider improvements from previous statements and 

reports and must evaluate the extent to which recommendations from the AG and Audit Committee has been implemented; 
 Promote good governance, transparency and accountability; 
 Examine the midyear review in line with the IDP; 
 Consider SDBIP reports; 
 Recommend any investigation in its area of competence to the Council; 
 Request information from Councillors through the Office of the Speaker and from employees through the Office of the Municipal 

Manager and the relevant MMC Councillor be informed accordingly; and 
 Perform any other function assigned to it by the Council. 
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6. COMPOSITION OF THE OVERSIGHT COMMITTEE  
 
Membership 
 
The Oversight Committee is a Committee of Council established under section 79 of the Municipal Structures Act, 1998. In the Govan 
Mbeki Municipality MPAC fulfills the role of the Oversight Committee. Due to the separation of roles and responsibilities, between 
Council and the Executive it is not appropriate that members of the Executive be members of the Oversight Committee. 
 
Meeting Schedule 
 
The 2015/2016 Annual Report was submitted to Council at its meeting on 31 January 2017, and was referred to the MPAC to carry out 
the necessary oversight. After the Council meeting of the 31st of January 2017, and in response to the Council resolution taken at that 
meeting, the municipality’s Annual Report for 2015/2016 was made public in terms of Section 127(2) of the MFMA and the community 
was invited to submit representations and comments. The community was advised through the local media in February of 2017 of the 
availability of the Annual Report and was invited to submit representations on the report. Copies of the annual report were placed at the 
municipal administration buildings and some libraries, as well as the website. The Annual Report was also submitted to the Auditor-
General, Provincial Treasury and the Department of Local Government & Traditional Affairs. No written submissions were received on 
the 2015/2016 Annual Report. Seven (7) MPAC meetings were held (minutes attached) and all formed a quorum. 
 
 
7. REVIEW OF THE ANNUAL REPORT 
 
PURPOSE: 
 
To submit the Oversight Report on the Annual Report for the 2015/2016 financial year in terms of Section 129 of the MFMA. 
 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY: 
 
MFMA Circular No. 32 recommends the establishment of an Oversight Committee for the detailed analysis and review of the annual 
report, following its tabling in Council and then drafting an oversight report that may be taken to Council for discussion. 
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MPAC is required to perform the responsibilities of the Oversight Committee as envisaged in MFMA Circular No. 32 and Section 129. 
MPAC considered the 2015/2016 Annual Report of the Govan Mbeki Municipality in seven meetings held on 14, 16 and 23 February 
2017; 2, 7, 16 and 20 March 2017. The minutes are contained in ANNEXURE ‘A’. 
 
INTRODUCTION: 
 
MPAC is tasked with the review of the annual report and all inputs received in response to the advertising process, and the preparation 
of an Oversight Report for consideration by the Council. 
 
The Ordinary Council meeting of the 22nd of September 2016 established the Oversight Committee and appointed Cllr CV Gwiji as 
Chairperson of Municipal Public Accounts Committee along with Cllr. Dan Nhlapo (ANC), Cllr. John Nkosi (ANC), Cllr. Themba 
Morajane (ANC), Cllr. Brenda Mahlangu (ANC), Cllr. Mency Ndoda (ANC), Cllr. Mantoa Motloung (ANC), Cllr. S. Mathebula (DA), 
Cllr. NC Van Huyssteen (DA), Cllr. Ciska Botha (DA), Cllr. Thabiso Mofokeng (EFF), Cllr. Nandipha Klaas (EFF) and Cllr. Aranda 
Nel-Buitendag (VF+). 
 
An induction workshop was held with the MPAC members on 17 to 18 November 2016. A further induction was attended by MPAC 
members on the 23rd to the 27th of January 2017. 
 
In terms of Section 129 of the MFMA, the Council must adopt an Oversight Report containing the Council's comments on the Annual 
Report. The MPAC must prepare a report to Council after review with recommendations as follows; 
 
 Council to approve the annual report, with or without reservations; 
 Council to reject the annual report; or 
 Council to refer the annual report back for revision of those components that can be revised. 
 
Methods used by the committee in preparing the Oversight Report included the convening of meetings where the Annual Report and all 
supporting documentation were scrutinized. Municipal departments were invited in a search for clarity on their views regarding the 
overall performance of the institution. The Auditor-General was also invited to provide a broad outline on the gaps and key strategic 
areas which the municipality could not perform correctly. Questions were asked on specific areas of concern raised by members of 
MPAC. The Acting Accounting Officer and Directors were also invited to respond and provide clarity on the Annual Report. All these 
engagements have helped the committee in drafting and compiling the oversight report. 
 
Accordingly the oversight report will cover: 
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- The Annual Report; and 
- Auditor-General’s Report. 
 
 
8. MPAC WORK PROGRAMME FOR THE CONSIDERATION OF THE ANNUAL REPORT 

DATE ACTIVITY 
14 February 2017 Annual Report (departmental hearings) 
16 February 2017 Annual Report (departmental hearings) 
23 February 2017 Annual Report (meeting with the auditor general) 
02 March 2017 Annual Report (draft questions for the accounting officer) 
07 March 2017 Annual Report (meeting the auditor general to amend questions) 
16 March 2017 Annual Report (meeting the management) 
20 March 2017 Annual Report (receiving responses from the management) 
22 March 2017 Conclude the Oversight Report 
23 March 2017 Submit the Oversight Report for Council approval 

 
Meeting with the Auditor-General 
 
The overall objective of the meeting was to allow the Auditor General‘s office to unpack the audit report and to guide the committee on 
the oversight role.  The Auditor General also assisted the committee in drafting relevant questions to the management. The meetings 
were attended by the members of MPAC and the support staff.  
 
Meeting with the management  
 
The aim of the meeting was to allow the management to unpack the draft annual report and to allow it to answer some of the issues as 
raised in the Annual and Audit reports. At the meeting management was required to also answer the issues and the questions raised by 
the committee. Management was able to respond to most of the issues raised. 
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9. DEPARTMENTAL HEARINGS 
 
As part of the oversight process the Municipal Public Accounts Committee conducted departmental hearings where the Accounting 
Officer, Directors and Managers were required to do presentations of the organizational performance of their respective units as reported 
in the 2015/2016 Annual Report. In so doing they were required to present the actual performance versus planned performance and 
explain the variances and planned improvement interventions. 
 
During question and answer sessions some of the units’ heads were asked to substantiate the reported performance with a portfolio of 
evidence. The portfolio of evidence that was audited by the Internal Auditors and the Auditors from the Office of the Auditor-General 
was also sent to the office of MPAC. Members of MPAC familiarized themselves with these portfolios of evidence. 
 
Since the committee is authorized to request Councillors and Officials, including the Accounting Officer, to attend any meeting for 
interview and input regarding items on the agenda, the following officials were invited to make presentations: 
 
 Acting Accounting Officer 
 Chief Financial Officer 
 Director Corporate Services 
 Director Technical Services 
 Director Community Services 
 Director Planning and Development 
 Regional Manager (Region 3) 
 PMU Manager 
 Assistant Manager: Performance Management (PMS) 
 Risk Management Officer 
 Internal Audit Executive 
 
The following reports were presented to MPAC on the 16th of February 2017: 
 
 A comprehensive Auditor’s General Report; 
 Final Management Report; 
 Action Plan based on the findings of the Auditor General’s Report; 
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 Risk management report; and 
 Performance management report 
 
Presentation by Internal Audit Unit 
 
 Expenditure not paid within 30 days 

The following payment was made after 30 days of receiving an invoice: Eskom R37 016 371.35 
 Expenditure - Payments not made within 30 days of receipt of invoice. 
 Non-compliance with MSA Sec 42: Municipality didn’t afford the community 21 days to participate in the IDP. 

The municipality didn’t afford the local community at least 21 days to comment on the final draft of its integrated development 
plan before the plan is submitted to council for adoption. The notice was issued on the 09 February 2015 and closing date on 26 
February 2015 of which the community was granted 14 day to participate on the IDP. 

 Unauthorized, Irregular & Fruitless & Wasteful expenditure - Reports. 
No proof of the report issued by the accounting officer to the MEC for Local Government with regards to the Unauthorized, 
Irregular & Fruitless and Wasteful expenditure incurred during the 2015/16 financial period. 

 Procurement and contract management - Supply chain issues 
Govan Mbeki Local Municipality entered into seven Section 32 contract in the year under review. All these contracts had the same 
terms and conditions (same rates or same prices) as the original contract with the other organ of state and therefore there are no 
demonstrate able advantages on the documents provided for audit purposes. 

 Procurement and Contract Management - Advertisement of tenders. Contraction contracts audited and were not advertised on 
CIDB website. These bids were only advertised on GMM website and not in any newspaper as required. 

 Unjustified deviation - Only one quotation was received, even though the invoice was signed by the CFO there is no indication of 
reasonable reasons for the deviation from the normal procurement processes. 

 Failure to table Oversight report within timelines. On 26 May 2016 the council adopted the oversight report by council under 
resolution A46/05/2016 with no reservations. The report was however adopted after 9 months since year end and not within the 
prescribed timelines, as required by section 129(1) of the MFMA.  Furthermore; It was resolved by council on the 26 May 2016 
that the oversight report will be made public within seven days after the resolution dated 26 May 2016; however, there is no 
evidence of the actual publication of the oversight report. 

 Ward level improvement plans are developed but the concerns are not adequately addressed. During the audit we noted that ward 
committees exist, minutes are kept and on monthly basis ward committee members submit reports outlining the community 
concerns; however there are no improvement plans to address the basic concerns identified. 

 Delivery note was not signed to certify that goods and services were received in order. During the audit of inventory it was noted 
that delivery note is not signed by the senior clerk to certify that goods and services received are in order. 
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Details: Order no: ANE02034, Delivery date 19/02/2016, amount R2 100.00 for the purchase of 210 litres 15W40 oil. 
 
 
GENERAL 
 
The management is to streamline the annual report in line with the template provided by National Treasury and adopted by Council 
through resolution A37/07/2013. The report contains too many incomplete, inaccurate and difficult to read tables and graphs. The general 
presentation of the report looks unprofessional. The format of the performance report is too large for this type of document and 
management will have to come up with a different format for inclusion in the annual report. 
 
The submission of quarterly reports to Council on the implementation of mitigating measures on the findings of the Auditor-General 
should be part of the recommendations to Council on the adoption of the Oversight Report. 
 
 
 
10. MPAC FINDINGS 

 
- The establishment of Law Enforcers was not essential since the unit does not have resources. The officers cannot attend the 

transgression of by-laws due to a lack of transport. 
- The legal cases of the municipality do not appear in the annual report. 
- The official who was appointed to oversee water affairs is not performing as it was witnessed with the water contamination in 

eMbalenhle. The contaminated water had to be drained which resulted in a huge loss for the municipality. 
- The Performance Management Unit does not verify the information provided by departments for performance reports. 
- A full survey into the public satisfaction could not be conducted in the fiscal period 2015/2016 due to the financial constrain that the 

municipality is undergoing with the Eskom account consuming 38% of the municipal revenue.  
- The Annual Report, IDP and Mid-term Financial Report are not distributed in all public libraries. 
- The reports were not published in time on the municipal website as required by the legislation. 
- The communities are not informed about these documents and when to make comments. 
- It is noted that very little was raised by the community in respect of the annual report itself. 
- A plan for the cemeteries should be devised as the current spaces are becoming full. 
- MPAC should sit in the performance assessment of departments. 
- Provide reasons for the resolutions that were not implemented. 
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- The Risk Management and IDP Unit are misplaced as they should be in the Municipal Manager’s Office and the Executive Mayor’s 
Office respectively. 

- By-laws and policies should be reviewed annually. 
- A more active role in the review of the Annual Report should be played by all councillors. The MFMA Circular No. 32 recommends 

especially that ward councillors should consult their constituents and Ward Committees. 
- That urgent priority attention should be given to ensuring that issues raised by ward committees receive quick responses. 
- That a tracking system for issues arising from ward committees should be developed by the Office of the Speaker, and it should be 

effective and visible. 
- That thorough monitoring of engagement with the public by ward councillors and ward committees is needed to secure quarterly 

public meetings in each ward. 
- That the increases in water and electricity losses be noted. 
- That Management should ensure that appropriate steps are taken to address the losses. 
- The key focus areas of the report from the Auditor General’s office were on Supply Chain Management, which have been long-

standing concerns. 
- MPAC should continue to monitor the implementation of the Action Plan as it has been submitted and also attached to the Oversight 

Report. 
 
11. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
1. That the 2015/2016 Oversight Report, as compiled by the Municipal Public Accounts Committee on the 2015/2016 Annual Report 

and as contained in the Council meeting agenda dated 31 March 2017, BE ADOPTED in compliance with Section 129(1) of the 
Local Government: Municipal Finance Management Act, Act 56 of 2003. 

 
2. That based on the findings of the Auditor-General and the submission received from management during the vetting and 

verification process, the 2015/2016 Annual Report BE APPROVED without reservations in terms of Section 129(1)(a) of the 
Local Government: Municipal Finance Management Act, Act 56 of 2003. 

 
3. That the 2015/2016 Oversight Report BE MADE AVAILABLE to the public within seven days of the date of this resolution in 

compliance with Section 129(3) of the Local Government: Municipal Finance Management Act, Act 56 of 2003, though notices 
on all municipal notice boards, the municipal website and the local press and that copies of the 2015/2016 Oversight Report BE 
MADE AVAILABLE on the municipal website, the reception areas of all municipal office and at all the libraries. 
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4. That an Adhoc Committee BE ESTABLISHED to investigate the Project Management Unit and Supply Chain Management 
concerning irregular, unauthorized, fruitless and wasteful expenditure as stated in the Audit-General’s Audit Report.: 

 
4.1. That funds BE MADE AVAILABLE for the payment of an external member if necessary. 
 

5. That the Accounting Officer IMPLEMENT consequence management (disciplinary measures) where there are officials liable for 
irregular, unauthorized, wasteful and fruitless expenditure as stated in the Audit-General’s Audit Report. 

 
6. That in future the management provides MPAC with quality responses timeously and that such BE TABLED monthly and 

quarterly. 
 
7. That the recommendations of MPAC as indicated in the Oversight Report BE IMPLEMENTED accordingly. 
 
8. That in future, greater efforts BE MADE to ensure meaningful public participation in the review of the Annual Report and that 

the long and technical nature of the document be taken into consideration and efforts made to simplify engagements. 
 
9. That quarterly reports BE TABLED to Council on the implementation of mitigation measures on the findings of the Auditor-

General. 
 
10. That MPAC MONITOR management’s action plan through monthly and quarterly reports. 
 
11. That MPAC’s budget BE INCREASED to allow the committee to develop a programme of meetings with members of the public 

as stipulated in Chapter 4 of the Local Government: Municipal Systems Act, Act 32 of 2000, and Section 129 of the Local 
Government: Municipal Finance Management Act, Act 56 of 2003. 

 
12. That it BE ACKNOWLEDGED that the Auditor-General noted that contracts were awarded to bidders on preference points that 

had not been calculated in accordance with the requirements of the Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act, Act 5 of 
2000, and that the Accounting Officer should ensure that the members to the respective Bid Committees are provided with relevant 
training to ensure the proper execution of their duties. 
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13. ANNEXURES 
 
ANNEXURE A - MINUTES OF THE MPAC MEETINGS 
ANNEXURE B - RESPONSES BY THE MANAGEMENT 
ANNEXURE C - MANAGEMENT’S ACTION PLAN 
ANNEXURE D – RESOLUTION APPROVING THIS REPORT 
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ANNEXURE A 
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ANNEXURE B 
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ANNEXURE C 
 

NO SECTION NATURE ACTION PLAN  DEADLINE STATUS INTERNAL AUDITORS' COMMNETS 

1 FINANCE-SCM Procurement and Contract Management: Adjudication Processes. 

When we audited tenders we noted that the adjudication (pre-
qualification stage) processes were inconsistently or incorrectly or 
unfairly applied to various bidders.  Findings noted are listed: 

 

- Incorrect: No municipal rates letter on the tender document of the 
winning bidder  

- Incorrect: Pricing requirements were not met as Category 4 printer 
is below spec, therefore should be eliminated. The same reason was 
used to eliminate other tenderers  

- A copy of water and lights account was attached however he was 
disqualified for not having water and lights account 

1. Pre-screening process has been implemented (Report 
and checklist) 

2. verify the following documents: 

- Company registration documents 

- BEE certificate 

- Tax clearance documents 

3. Draft and implement SCM procedure manual 

4. The pre-qualification stage is the first stage of 
checking that the required returnable documents (i.e. 
water & lights; required, company registration 
documents) are attached and valid. The evaluation 
committee needs to ensure that these documents are 
attached. Upon verification that the documents are 
there, prior to an appointment, SCM will ensure that 
indeed all the required documents are attached.  The 
section will also revert back to the said documents to 
ensure that they are all there. 

May-17 Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

 

 

 

Check list 

 

 

 

 

2 FINANCE-SCM Procurement and contract management - Supply chain issues 

 

Govan Mbeki Local Municipality entered into seven Section 32 
contract in the year under review 

 

1. All these contracts had the same terms and conditions (same 
rates or same prices) as the original contract with the other organ 
of state and therefore ,  

• there are no demonstrate able advantages on the documents 
provided for audit purposes.   

 

1. Section 32 memorandum/template,  

2. Section 32 checklist will be designed and 
implemented.  

 

Prior to any decision being made to enter into section 
32 contracts, there must be reasons or proof of 
demonstrable discounts or benefits that might arise 
from the section 32 contract. These reasons or proof 
must be documented and approved by the accounting 
officer, before section 32 can be entered into. 

01-May Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

 

 

 

Section 32 template 
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3 FINANCE-SCM Procurement and Contract Management - Advertisement of 
tenders. 

Construction contracts audited and were not advertised on CIDB 
website. 

These bids were only advertised on GMM website and not in any 
newspaper as required 

 

An SCM official has been delegated to ensure that all 
construction tenders and contracts are advertised on 
the CIDB Website. The current financial year, all tenders 
and contracts have been posted on the CIDB website. 

Mar-17 Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

Procedure manual 

4 FINANCE-SCM Procurement and Contract Management - Local content 

 

Electrical and telecom products acquired in the year under review 
with no clear indication of local content required or expected from 
the suppliers. Electrical products are part of the local content 
designated sectors 

The municipality has since included in their tender 
documents MBD 6.2, Declaration certificate for Local 
Production and content. The local content declaration 
will now be included in all request for quotations, 
quotations from R10 000-00 to R200 000.00 more 
especially for the required sectors. 

Mar-17 Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

 

Procedure manual 

5 FINANCE-SCM CIDB requirements 

 

The three persons on the evaluation committee are not conversant 
with construction industry: 

The accounting officer must review the composition of 
the bid evaluation committee to ensure that all 
members sitting are conversant to the tender/contract 
being considered. 

Apr-17 Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

6 FINANCE-SCM Deliberate split and rotation 

 

 

Procurement was deliberately split given that they were invoiced on 
2 consecutive days/twice in one month. One quotation was done 
and the supplier provided for twice in the same month 

This also indicates that rotation of suppliers is not applied as 
required by law 

 

SCM Officials to ensure that the splitting of items or 
parts is not done. Procurement procedures must be 
adhered to as per the municipal policy and procedure 
manuals. The institution has implemented a system to 
ensure that all service providers and suppliers are given 
a fair chance to supply and service the municipality. A 
decision was taken that all quotations above R2000.00 
to R30 000.00 are advertised on the notice boards and 
website for 2 working days, to allow interested bidders 
to supply their quotations. This system will allow a 
rotation of suppliers. 

Mar-17 Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 
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7 FINANCE-SCM Unjustified deviation 

Only one quotation was received, even though the invoice was 
signed by the CFO there is no indication of reasonable reasons for 
the deviation from the normal procurement processes 

 

SCM to ensure adherence to the regulations and policy. 
All goods and services must be procured within the 
normal procurement framework. Goods or services that 
are deemed to be impractical or impossible to follow the 
normal procurement processes, must only  be 
considered if the normal procurement processes have 
been followed first and no results are yielded from those 
initial processes.  

Mar-17 Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

 

 

Provide reasons for deviations 

8 FINANCE-SCM Limitation of Scope – Information was not submitted for audit 
purpose  

 

 

The following contracts as per request for information no.15 & 79  
have not been submitted: 

Contracts not submitted for contract expenditure  

- V & V Consulting Engineers 

- Retentions; Vdan construction 

- Retentions; Soaring summit / cen 

 

A vacant post for a new Contracts Manager will be filled 
soon. The manager contracts will ensure that all 
contracts are available and will deal with the 
management of contracts, including retentions and 
other related work.  

Mar-17 Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

 

 

Filling vacant position 

Contract register 

9 FINANCE-SCM Expenditure: No valid contracts for expenditure incurred 

 

During the audit, it was noted that no sufficient quotations were 
obtained and further noted that no contract is in place for the 
following expenditure Incurred : 

 

Highveld Ridge SPCA  40 000.00 

Dierebeskermingsvereniging 5 000.00 

Basadzi Personnel and Media  15 824.00  

The Highveld Ridge newspaper is a popular local 
newspaper within the jurisdiction of Govan Mbeki 
Municipality. SCM will be issuing a tender inviting all 
newspaper advertising agencies, to enter into a contract 
with the municipality to advertise all its tenders and 
notices.  

01-Apr Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

 

 

Filling vacant position 

Contract register 
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10 FINANCE-SCM Completeness of tender register and Commitment Register  

 

a. Data analysis was performed and some payments made related 
to tenders not recorded in the tender register, this means the 
tender register is not complete 

 

The following serve as examples 

 

b. The following supplier was paid in the current financial year, their 
contract end in 2018 however they are not included in the 
commitment register; resulting in understatement of commitments 

 

c. No variation order was recorded in commitment register for the 
contracts below and yet the payments were more than the agreed 
upon amount) contract amount) by more than 20% (regarded as 
reasonable). There is no evidence that the excess amounts were 
approved by a variation. this is in contravention of SCM regulations 
and the excess amount is irregular expenditure 

The tender register needs to be monitored frequently. 
The appointment off a contracts manager will assist to 
ensure that the tender register is a true reflection and 
that all tenders are included. The contracts manager will 
also ensure that the commitment register is updated 
accordingly and that all commitments are not over or 
understated.  

Mar-17 Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

 

 

1. Filling vacant position  

2. Update tender register -  monthly 

3. Update Commitment register at year-end 

11 FINANCE-SCM Investigations and reporting of deviations 

 

 

The table below is filled with examples of deviations not reported to 
council and not recorded in deviations register disclosed in the AFS 

 

The deviation register is updated monthly and reported 
to council as per section 71 of the MFMA Act. Deviations 
will also be reported on a quarterly basis, as "deviations 
for the quarter". This will assist in making sure that no 
deviations were omitted, and those that might have 
been omitted will be admitted in the quarterly 
deviations register. 

Quarterly Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

 

1. Investigations of UIF 

2. Report deviations quarterly 

12 FINANCE-SCM Monthly monitoring progress of contractors was not done 

During the audit it was noted that monthly monitoring of 
performance progress for the project named conversion of VIP toilets 
in eMzinoni for the month of January and March 2016 was not 
provided for audit purposes 

Forms have been sent to all the user-departments of the 
municipality to monitor the performance of service 
providers on a monthly basis. The new contracts 
manager will be responsible to ensure that the 
performance of service providers is done and keep 
record of the evaluations. 

Jun-17 Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

 

Filling vacant position 
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13 FINANCE-SCM Delivery note was not signed to certify that goods and services 
were received in order 

 

During the audit of inventory it was noted that delivery note is not 
signed by the senior clerk to certify that goods and services received 
are in order. 

Details: Order no: ANE02034, Delivery date 19/02/2016, amount R2 
100.00 for the purchase of 210 litres 15W40 oil 

 

The stores officer is the senior person in charge at 
stores. It is imperative that he checks all the work of his 
subordinates. Communication will be sent through to 
the Stores officer and his subordinates to ensure that 
they perform their duties as per their job titles.  

Apr-17 Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

 

Review 

14 FINANCE-SCM Expenditure: Bids not recorded in the tender register 

 

During the audit, it was noted that the following bid for the 
following payments made is not recorded in the tender register: 

 

The contract manager will ensure that all tender/bids 
are recorded in the tender register. 

Mar-17 Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

 

1. Filling vacant position 

2. Update contract register monthly 

15 FINANCE-SCM Expenditure: Payments per commitment register does not agree 
to the ledger balances 

 

During the audit of expenditure, it was noted that payments for the 
following creditors as stated in the expenditure does not agree to 
the actual expenditure per the bank votes on the General ledger: 

 

Internal control deficiency. A new system will be 
installed in July. The system will be able to detect such 
deficiencies. 

Jun-17 Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

16 FINANCE-SCM Payments per commitments register does not agree to the general 
ledger 

 

During the audit of commitments, we have noted that payments 
made to the following suppliers as stated in the commitments 
register does not agree to the actual expenditure on the General 
Ledger: 

Internal control deficiency. A new system will be 
installed in July. The system will be able to detect such 
deficiencies. 

Jun-17 Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

17 FINANCE-SCM Understatement of Related parties 

 

During the audit of related parties, it was noted that the amount as 
per the listing or schedule do not agree to the vendor payment   

A schedule of related parties will be reviewed and 
updated on a quarterly basis. 

March & June 
2017 

Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 
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18 FINANCE-SCM Non existing commitments has been included in the commitment 
register 

During the audit of commitments it was noted that the following 
commitments has been included in the commitment register 
however the contracts has expired,  

The contract manager will ensure that all tender/bids 
are recorded in the tender register and that bids that 
that have expired are included in the tender register. 

Mar-17 Unresolved A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

19 FINANCE-SCM 52. Incorrect classification of unauthorised expenditure 

During the audit of the unauthorised expenditure, it was noted that it was incorrectly classified as unauthorized expenditure instead of irregular expenditure 

A follow up audit will performed in March 2017 
and the status will be updated. 

 
 
  



ANNEXURE ‘D’ 
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